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Armand did not come much in contact with him but was
impressed by the boy's papers and by an occasional remark
showing a keen appreciation of underlying tendencies of
the period they were studying, which happened to be the
tune of the classical renaissance Then one day he carne
to Armand s house with some of the other students for one of
those informal conversations and happened to notice some
of Armand s sketches
Are those yours sir ?   he asked shyly
Armand admitted that they were his—the daubs of an
amateur, he called them
The boy laughed at this description
I think they re marvellous That httle view of St Paul
de Vence—it s exquisite ' I had a shot at it myself one day—
with disastrous results '"
* You also are keen on sketching ? *
e Impassioned     It is very amusing "
6 We ought to go out together one day, suggested Armand*
* if it wouldn t bore you too much One needs a companion
for one's expeditions Perhaps Louis Marchand would
join us ? *
That would be perfect,9 said Alphonse Chartier
It was the beginning of a very pleasant comradeship which
had a great influence upon Armand's future life He was
glad to have the friendship and devotion of this lad who
seemed to him admirably representative of the youth which
had been saved for France highly intelligent, a beau g&fon,
keen and sensitive, with charming manners He was touched
that such a boy should care to walk with him—a battered
veteran of war with a limp—and should seem keen to give up
younger society to go sketching with him on half holidays and
in vacation tune
They went for expeditions together, with Louis Marchand
or some other student, studying Roman remains and other
antiquities, sketching scenes in the neighbourhood of Avignon
~r-there was no lack of subjects '—and resting for an hour

